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We show that a generalization of Igusa’s local zeta function to integrals over sets 
defined in a first order language of valued fields is an invariant function (in the 
sense of Meuser) of the class of unramitied extensions of a p-adic field. As a 
corollary we prove the invariance of certain Poincare series, which was conjectured 
by Fried and Jarden. 0 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
SECTION 1. INTRODUCTION 
Let K, be a fixed finite field extension of Qp, the field of p-adic numbers. 
For do N, = N\(O), let Kd denote the unique unramified extension of K, 
of degree d with ring of integers c!?I~~. Suppose the cardinality of the residue 
field of K, is q, a power of p. The residue field KY’ of Kd then has 
cardinality 4“. 
Let K E K, be a uniformizing element for K, , that is, a generator of the 
maximal ideal of I!&,. Since the extensions are unramified, rr is also a 
uniformizing parameter for Kd (dE N,). The absolute value 1.1 d on Kd is 
defined as IcId=q-d.ordc, where ord c is given by c = rrord (’ . u, with u a unit 
in oKd. For n E N,, we denote the residue ring 0KJn’Y9K~ by R$“. 
Let h(x) be a polynomial in m variables x = (x,, . . . . x,) with coefficients 
in OK,. The Igusa local zeta function of h on the field Kd is defined as 
Z(s, Kc,) = s,- IMx)l: I4, for s~R,s>0, 
&I 
where ld.xjd is the Haar measure on K’J such that ~9:~ has measure 1. For 
fixed d, this zeta function is known to be a rational function in q-ds 
(Igusa [4, 51, Denef Cl]). 
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Meuser [lo] studied the behaviour of this zeta function in the sequence 
of fields [Kdj dtNg. She showed that Z(.s, K,,) is an imariunt ,fimction of the 
sequence ( K,, ) ,,; that is. there exist polynomials G, HE Z[ T, X, . ,.., A’,] 
and complex numbers i, , . . . . i, such that, for all d> 1, 
Z(s, Kd) = 
G( T, q”“, . . . . q”“) 
H( T, qdil, . . . . q’iill.‘)’ 
with T= q -IL’. 
In [ 121 we considered, in the sequence of fields (K,j d, the more general 
local zeta function associated to a polynomial h E K, [x] 
for .P E R, s > 0, 
where II/ is a formula in a first order language Y(K, ) for p-adic fields (see 
Definition 2.1) and W,= {.x E KF 1 G(x) holds) is the subset of KT defined 
by $. We showed that the degree of the numerator and denominator of 
Z+(s, Kd) as a rational function in q ” is bounded, independently of d [ 12, 
Theorem 4.11. This result was also proved by Macintyre [9]. 
In this paper we refine the above result by proving that Z,(s, Kd) is an 
invariant function for almost all d; that is, there exists a positive integer do, 
and there exist polynomials G, HE Z[ T, X, , . . . . X,] and complex numbers 
1 11 ..., A, (all depending on h and +) such that, for d 3 do, 
Z&, K/l = 
G( T, qdil, . . . . 4”“) 
H( T, qd21, . . . . qdii)’ 
with T= q-“. 
In general do > 1 (see Remark 2.11), but the bound do can be computed 
effectively. 
In [3] Fried and Jarden consider two types of Poincare series associated 
to formulas in the first order language of rings ( +, -, ., 0, 1). They pose 
the problem whether these series are an invariant function for almost all d, 
of the sequence of fields {Kdjd. In Section 3 of this paper we use the 
invariance of the local zeta function to answer this question afftrmatively. 
An instance of such a series is the Serre-Oesterlt Poincare series 
[ 1, 11, 141 associated to polynomials h, , . . . . h, E &,, [xl, 
where 
P*(T, K,) = c N*(n, d) T”, 
,1= I 
N*(n,d)=Card{xmodrc” I xE&,andh,(x)= ... =h,(x)=O} 
From the results of Section 3 we find that this series P*(T, Kd) is an 
invariant function in T for almost all d. 
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SECTION 2. INVARIANCE OF THE LOCAL ZETA FUNCTION 
We first fix Some notation. Let K be a valued field, with valuation ord: 
K-+Zu{cc}.WewriteR={x~K~ordxb0}andP={x~K~ordx>O} 
for the valuation ring and valuation ideal, respectively, of K. Let rc be a 
fixed element of R with ord n = 1, so P = nR. For every integer n, n b 1 we 
write R’“’ for the residue ring R/P” and Res,: R + R’“’ for the canonical 
projection. 
We use a first-order language for such valued fields, with infinitely many 
sorts of variables, namely variables for the elements of the valued field, 
variables for elements of the value group, and, for every n E N,, variables 
for elements of R(“‘, the residue ring mod P”. Our language will contain 
symbols for the standard ring operations in the valued field and in the 
residue rings, and symbols for the usual operations in the value group. We 
also have a function symbol for the valuation map from the field to the 
value group, and symbols for the canonical homomorphisms from Rem) to 
R(“’ (m > n). There are symbols aC,, for so-called angular component maps 
modulo P” from the field K to R “‘I Finally we add constant symbols for . 
the elements of the field K, introduced in Section 1 and for the elements of 
its residue rings R . i”’ More precisely, we have 
2.1. DEFINITION. The first order language 
is a language with infinitely many sorts consisting of: 
(i) the language LK( K, ), which is the language of fields L, = 
{ +, -, ., 0, 1 } extended with constant symbols for the elements of K,, as 
field sort or K-sort; 
(ii) for each n EN,, the language LR,,,,(Ky)), which is the language of 
rings L,H = { +, -, ., 0, 1) extended with constant symbols for the 
elements of RI”), as nth residue ring sort or R(“‘-sort; 
(iii) the language LPRm as value group sort or Z v {cc }-sort, where 
L PRm=LPRu {al and LpR is the Presburger language on Z 
L,,=(+,O,l,~}~{-~lk~N,k~2) 
(the binary relation symbol E/, is interpreted as “congruence modulo k”); 
(iv) a function symbol ord from the K-sort to the value group sort, 
which stands for the valuation on K: 
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(v) for each ngNO, a function symbol 
R(“‘-sort, which is defined as 
Z ~K+R’“‘:xt+ZE 
Res,( x . n 
n. Y= II . 0 
aC,, from the K-sort to the 
ord I 1 if x#O 
if x=0 
(this map is called an angular component map modulo P”); 
(vi) for m, n EN,, with m > n, a function symbol d,,, from the Rtm)- 
sort to the R’“)-sort which stands for the unique 
d . R”“) + R’“) such that d,., 0 Res, = Res,. 
morphism 
?%?I. 
We write LR(KI) for the language of residue rings 
We denote (tuples of) K-sort variables by x, y, I?, w, . . . (tuples of) residue 
ring variables by 5, p, [, . . . . 
Since K, c Kd, one sees that, for every d, K, is a model for the language 
Y(K,) and the residue rings of Kd form a model for L,(K,). 
Remark. This first order language 2’(K,) was introduced in [ 121 to 
obtain results which are uniform in the sequence { Kd}deNo. However, in 
the field K, the sets definable in P’(K,) are the same as the sets definable 
in Macintyre’s language for p-adic fields [S] (extended with constants for 
elements of K,) (see [12, Proposition 3.81). 
The following definition is due to Meuser [lo]. 
2.2. DEFINITION. Consider a sequence of functions {F,( T)}deNo in the 
variable T, where each F,(T) is associated to the field Kd. Let d, be a 
positive integer. We say that Fd( T) is an invariant function of Kd for d 2 d,, 
if there exist a finite set of complex numbers {AI, . . . . A,} and polynomials 
G,HeZ[T, A-,, . . . . X,] such that, for d3 d,, 
The main theorem of this paper is 
2.3. THEOREM. Let h(x) be a polynomial in x = (x,, . . . . x,) with coef- 
ficients in K, . Let II/ be an Y(K, )-formula with free field variables x, , . . . . x,. 
Suppose that W,= {x E K’; 1 $(x) holds} is boundedfor all de NO. Consider 
the local zeta function 
Zg(s,K,)=!II,lh(x)l~Idxl, for s~R,s>O,deN~. 
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Then there exists an effectively computable positive integer do such that 
Z,(s, Kd) is an invariant function of Kd for dad,, in the variable T= qedS. 
To prove this result we shall have to relate Z,(s, Kd) to a generalization 
of the Weil zeta function of an algebraic variety over a finite field. 
Let fi , . . . . f, be polynomials in r variables with coefficients in RI”), which 
is the finite field with q elements. The Weil zeta function associated to the 
variety defined by fi = . . . = ft = 0 is the series 
where 
a,/,,...,,,(d)=Card{r= (tl, . . . . 4,)~ (&“Y I f,(4)= ... =f,(O=O) 
is the number of points on fi = . . = f, =0 over KY’= Fqd. This zeta 
function is known to be a rational function in T (Dwork [2]). 
To prove Theorem 2.3 we need a generalization of this Weil zeta 
function to the zeta function of sets definable over the residue rings of K,. 
Let 8 be a formula in L,(R,) with free variables 5 = (ti, . . . . t,), where ti is 
of sort @“I). We consider the sequence 
a,(d) = Card{ 5 E R$“) x ... x R:“r’ 1 O(t) holds}, 
and the corresponding zeta function 
(1) 
If 0 is actually a formula in LR,~)(R(I1)), se(d) counts the number of points 
of a definable set in the finite field R, (I) = Fyd. Even in this case, which was 
studied by Kiefe [6], the zeta function A@(T) is in general not a rational 
function of T (see [6, 3, Example 26.161 for a counterexample), but one 
has 
2.4. THEOREM (Kiefe [6], Fried and Jarden [3]). Let 0 be a formula in 
L,uI(R\“). Then we can effectively compute a positive integer k and polyno- 
mials Q(T), R(T), S(T) E Q[ T] with Q(0) = 0 such that 
. 
If 0 is a formula in L,(R,), we obtain the same result for the corre- 
sponding zeta function A,(T). 
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2.5. PROPOSITION. Let 0 be a j~rmulu in L,( K, ). Then u’e can cffectivel?, 
compute a positive integer k and polynomials Q(T), R(T), S( T) E Q[ T] lvith 
Q(0) = 0 such that 
Proposition 2.5 can be expressed in a form which is more appropriate for 
our purposes. 
2.6. COROLLARY. Let 9 be a formula in LR(K,). Then there exist an 
effectively computable positive integer d,, a polynomial FE Q[X,, . . . . X,], 
and complex numbers i 1, . . . . 2, such that, for d 3 d,, 
a,(d) = F(q”“, . . . . q““,). 
Proof. We decompose the polynomials R(T) and S(T) from Proposi- 
tion 2.5 in linear factors over C, 
S(T)= i (1 -aiT), 
,=I 
R(T)= n (I-cc;T). 
i=r,+t 
So we have 
Taking the logarithmic derivative d/dT log of both sides of this equation, 
we obtain 
; f a,(d)Td= Q’( 
If=1 
T)+$ f ;( i CY”- i “y) Td. 
d= I ,=I z=/,+l 
So if we take d,=degQ(T)+ 1, we have, for dad,, 
Define Ai = log cc,/log q (such that -II < jIm log c(, / < 7~). This gives U: = 
qd”, and the corollary follows. 1 
To prove Proposition 2.5 we need the following small lemma. 
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2.7. LEMMA. Let t be a term in LR(RI) of sort R’“‘, with variables 
5, of sort R(““, . . . . R”+’ respectively. Then there exists a polynomial 
;/ii:..., X,) with coefficients in RI”) such that 
t=f(d,*,..(5’,h ...> dn,.,(5,)). 
Proof. Use induction on structure of terms and the fact that the 
maps A,, nl are ring homomorphisms satisfying d,,. ng 0 d,,?, n, = #nZ, no for 
n,2n,>n,. 
2.8. Proof of Proposition 2.5. The proof consists of two steps. First we 
reduce the general case to the case where only symbols of one residue ring 
sort, say R’“’ (n > l), app ear in 8. In a second step we reduce to the case 
n = 1, that is, A,(T) is a Kiefe zeta function, for which the result holds by 
Theorem 2.4. 
Step 1. Reduction to one residue ring sort. We suppose that the 
formula 8 is in prenex normal form, and that variables vi, . . . . qS (where vi 
is of sort R”“” (i= 1, . . . . s)) appear as bounded variables in 6. Choose a 
positive integer n satisfying 
n 2 max(n,, . . . . n,, m,, . . . . m,). (2) 
Put 
&(d)=Card(([,, . . . . i,) E (f2?)’ I e($,,,,(i,)> ...T AL,) holds). 
Then we have 
add) = 
1 
d(n-n,) d(n - n,) . d,(d). 4 . 4 
Hence A,(T) satisfies the proposition if and only if exp(&cT,(d) . Td/d) 
does. 
Furthermore, since the formula 8 is in prenex normal form, it has the 
form 
@~v,)~~~(Q,s,)x(t,~ . ..t r, VI, ...) vs)> (3) 
where x is a quantifier-free L,(R,)-formula, and Qi is V or 3 (i= 1, . . . . s). 
Since the maps #,,,, are onto, formula (3) is equivalent to 
(Q~uI, ... (Q.A) x(<I, . . . . 4r, t4vn,(~,)~ ..., i,,nz,(~,))> 
where cli is a variable of sort R(“’ (i= 1, . . . . s). We conclude that we may 
suppose that 8 has only variables (free or bounded) of sort R’“’ (that is, we 
suppose that m, = ... =m,=n,= ... =n,=n). 
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Consider now an atom t = 0 of the formula 0, where t is a term, say of 
sort R’“‘. By Lemma 2.7 this atom is of the form 
f(d,,.,cr, 13 ...1 lH.rn(L)~ dn.m(YI, h .“I #,.,z(rls)) = 03 (4) 
where f is a polynomial with coefficients in R:“‘. Since d,.,, is an 
epimorphism of rings, there exists a polynomial ,f with coefficients in KY’ 
such that (4) is equivalent to 
which in turn is equivalent to 
(Res,, ~)~-“‘..f?5~, . . . . 5,, g,, . . . . r,)=O. 
This shows that we may suppose that 6’ is a formula in LR,“,(Ri”)) for some 
n, and it concludes our first reduction step. 
Step 2. Reduction to the residue field sort. Suppose 0 is a formula in 
LR,“,(Rr)) with n> 1. Let CI be the ramification index of K,/Q,. 
First case. c( = 1. In this case p is a uniformizing element of Kd, for all 
d. By Serre [13, p. 431, ~9~~ is isomorphic to W(F,d), the ring of Witt 
vectors with coefficients in Fyd, and RF’ z Wtn)(Fqd), the ring of Witt 
vectors of length n. So we can find a formula g in L,& II’( such that 
aJd) = Card{ (xi, . . . . x,) E ( W(“)(Fyd))’ / 8(x,, . . . . x,) holds}. 
An atom in the formula 8 is of the formf = 0, wherefis a polynomial with 
coefficients in W(“)(F4). Now a polynomial in Witt vectors of length n can 
be expressed (uniformly for all d) as a vector of polynomials in the 
components of these Witt vectors [ 13, p. 421. Hence the atomf = 0 can be 
replaced by a conjunction 
where the gi are polynomials, with coefficients in F,, in the components of 
the variables of $ In this way we obtain a formula 0 in the language 
L,u,(F,) such that 
ae(d)=Card{(y,,),.,,.,,.,..E(Fqd)”r I &(~~~)~,Jhold~). 
So in this case the proposition follows from Theorem 2.4. 
Second case. a > 1. By expression (2) in the first step of the proof, we 
may suppose that n is a multiple of a. Denote, for every d, by Ld the sub- 
field of Kd such that LJQ,, is unramilied and Kd/Ld is totally ramified. 
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From Koblitz [7, p. 671 follows that, for all d, K,= L,(n) and that n 
satisfies, uniformly for all d, an Eisenstein equation of degree a over &,. 
This implies that, for all d, { 1, rc, . . . . rP - ’ } is an oL,,-module basis of 8,. 
Now suppose that 8 has the form 
ce,~,)~~~ces?,) v A 4j.&G, . . . . 5,, rll, ..., rls)=O, 
where Qk is V or 3, thefU are polynomials with coefficients in K(ln’, and A, 
is 1 (not) or no symbol. Lifting from the residue ring to the ring of 
integers, we can find polynomials f, with coefficients I?y, such that as(d) 
equals 
Card 
i 
(x,, . . . . x,) mod rcn I (x,, . . . . x,)ELO;(dand(Q,y,EC?Y,)...(QsysEL?Yd) 
y A Aiifii(x,, . . . . x,, y,, . . . . y,) = 0 mod ?I” . 
i I 
Write & E OF, (respectively pk E Cot,) for the coordinates of xk E CO,, 
(respectively y, E &J~J with respect to the basis { 1, rc, . . . . rc+ ’ }. There exist 
polynomials gr’ (0 < v < a) with coefficients in @, such that (uniformly for 
all d) 
a-1 
f&l, . . . . x,, y,, ..., Y,) = c &WI, . . . . I.,, PI, . . . . &) .7rv. 
V=O 
The equation 
Or-1 
“co gj,Y’(A,, . . . . A,, pl, . . . . p,) .ncy = 0 mod rr” 
is equivalent to the system 
ord gj,“(A,, . . . . 4, Pl, ‘.‘9 p,) 2 n -v, o<v<ci, 
or, since the value group of Co,, is aZ and CI 1 n, to 
ord g~V4, . . . . A,, ,ul, . . . . pL,) > n, o<v<a. 
So we find that a@(d) equals the cardinality of the set 
(1 1t . . . . 4) modp”‘” I (A,, . . . . i,)~fl%and (Qlp, EO~,)~~~(Q,~~E~;,) 
VA A,(A gg’(;l,, . . . . &,p,, . . . . ~.Y)~Omodp”~“)}, 
1 i ” 
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and we are in the case where r = 1. This concludes the proof of the 
proposition. 1 
2.9. Proqf qf’ Theorem 2.3. Using the cell decomposition theorem [ 12, 
Theorem 3.21 we show in [ 121 that the study of the local zeta function in 
the sequence {&I, reduces to, on the one hand, a problem concerning the 
residue rings, and on the other hand, a question about the value group Z. 
More precisely, we prove [ 12, p. 25, formula ( 1 )] that Z,(s, Kd) is a finite 
sum of expressions of the form 
ad4 rln c q-dl”“-dh-~.~ dl,, 
4 /,s, /m E z 
rjc/o. /ml 
(5) 
where n is a positive integer, 8 is an (effectively computable) formula in 
L,(R,), a&d) is as in (1 ), and ye is a formula in LPRX (see Definition 2.1). 
In [ 121 we also show, using Denef’s Lemma 7.5 of [ 11, that the series in 
(5) is a rational function in qd and qpds; that is, there exist R, SE Z[X, Y] 
such that, for all d3 1, 
c 9 
-&,- d,, pd,, =R(q”. qmd”) 
$, . I, E z S(q”, q-ds)’ d/o. L) 
Furthermore, Corollary 2.6 provides us with an effectively computable d,, 
such that, for da d,, 
a&d) = F(qdi’, . . . . q““!), 
for some FEQ[X~, . . . . A’,] and i,, . . . . AI E C. This proves the invariance of 
Z,(s, Kd) for d> d,. i 
2.10 Remarks. (i) Theorem 2.3 remains valid if $ is a formula in the 
language 9(K,) extended with a function symbol for the cross-section map 
Z+Kd.kwnk. 
(ii) In general the bound d,, cannot be taken equal to 1, as the 
following example shows. Let 9 be the Y(K,)-formula 
(Vy)((ordy>O+ord(y4-y)>O) A ordx=O). 
Then 
9-l if d=l 
z,(& Kd) = s,, , 1x1; (d-d,= ’ 
T 
I- 
0 if d> 1. 
One checks that such a function cannot be an invariant function for d >, 1. 
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SECTION 3. APPLICATION TO POINCAR~ SERIES 
As an application of Theorem 2.3 we answer two questions posed by 
Fried and Jarden [ 3 1. 
Let cp be a formula, with free variables 5 = (5,) . . . . t,), in the first order 
language of rings { +, -, ., 0, 1 f. To cp we associate a sequence of Poincare 
series 
where 
N,(n, d) = Card{< E (Xl;‘)’ 1 cp(<) holds}. 
In [3, Problem 26.171, Fried and Jarden conjecture that P,(T, &) is an 
invariant function for da do, for some effectively computable constant do. 
To prove this conjecture we express PV( T, Kd) as a p-adic integral. We 
may suppose that cp is of the form 
(Q,v,)~.~(Q,r,, 
(i i 
v/j 4$,(t,, . . . . L ~1, . .. . rls)=O 3 
where q = (vi, . . . . q,) are variables, Qi, . . . . Q, are V or 3, A, is 1 (not) or 
no symbol, and the h, are polynomials with coefficients in Z. Now put 
Y/jAuh,,(.xl ,..., x,,z ,,..., z,)rOmodw . 
I 
We define then 
This integral is related to PV( T, Kd) in the following way: 
3.1. LEMMA. 
641:38’3-4 
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Proof. The proof is the same as the proof of Denef’s Lemma 3.1 in [ 11: 
= 5 q-dn' j IdA, IWc, 
n=l (r,n”)s Dd ord ,v = n 
ldwld 
) 
Application of Theorem 2.3 to I&, Kd) gives 
3.2. COROLLARY. There exists an effectively computable positive integer 
do such that PV( T, Kd) is an invariant function for d b d,. 
Fried and Jarden consider also another function similar to PJ T, Kd). 
Let cp be a formula in 9(K,) with free field variables x= (x1, . . . . x,). For 
d E N,, we define the Poincare series 
P$( T, Kd) = f N,*(n, d) T”, 
n=l 
where 
N,*(n, d)=Card{xmodrr” I x~O;(,and q(x) holdsinK,}. 
Again this series can be expressed as a p-adic integral. Put 
Z,*(s, K,) = j Id:, IdAd ldwld for SER, s>O, 
Dt 
where D$ is the set 
{(x, w)EO~~XCO~~I ordw>O 
A (3y E S;,)(x s y mod w  and rp( y) holds in K,)}. 
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Then we have 
3.3. LEMMA. 
Proof: The proof is the same as the proof of Lemma 3.1. 1 
So we find 
3.4. COROLLARY. There exists an effectively computable positive integer 
d,, such that Pt( T, Kd) is an invariant function for d 2 d,,. 
This corollary answers Problem 26.18 of [3]. 
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